"LOSER LOOT"

Our weight recorders found a small game dollar bill and copied off hundreds of them (we have a lot of members) and they hand them to each member as they weigh in. In a few months we will be having an auction with the LOSER LOOT that we have won! You can either have your chapter members bring in items they would not mind auctioning off or if your chapter fund allows it....go and buy a few small items.

How do you win LOSER LOOT you ask???
*TOPS
$1.00 loser loot for every 1 pound lost (you lose 4 you get 4)
*TOPS within 20 pounds of goal: $1.00 loser loot for every 1/2 pound lost (you lose 1.5 you get 3)
*TOPS within 10 pound of goal: $2.00 loser loot for every 1/2 pound lost (you lose 1.5 you get 3)
*TOPS with an all black month (no gain): $5.00 loser loot
*TOPS become a KOPS: $100.00 loser loot for reaching goal

*KOPS at or below goal and stay for meeting: $3.00 loser loot
*KOPS in-leeway (above goal) and stays for the meeting: $ 2.00 loser loot for a loss
*KOPS in leeway, above goal, without a loss, stays for the meeting: $ 1.00 loser loot
*KOPS Going from above goal (within leeway to at or below goal within leeway) : Bonus $5 loser loot
*KOPS at or below goal, within leeway all month and stay for all meetings:$10 loser loot bonus

*TOPS or KOPS with a NO GAIN ON VACATION
$10.00 Loser loot